
Parent Council Meeting Agenda 
17th January 2018 
 

6.30-7.15 
1. League tables 

KSA Primary 20th in league tables, an improvement on prior two years.  C of E 

Schools are at the top. More rigour in assessment; system has been reformed, more 

engagement with Ark network. Teaching style more consistent, all senior leaders 

coach teachers each week. Hiring more consistent. Paddington Green making strong 

progress from former position. 

2. Celebrations of faiths and traditional days 

At present there are talks at assembly; Marking of various festivals during the year.  

It was thought that Xmas might be featured more, not necessarily around nativity but 

more the general festivities. Could parents be more involved, a calendar of events that 

would help them to plan? Winter Fair did provide the focus for Christmas. Parents 

don’t see festivals so may not always see what’s going on. 

Could have a planning  meeting ahead of next Christmas to see what could be done. 

School photos were an example of where parents had helped in the past but didn’t this 

year; there was a willingness to help in future. Class photos would be brought back 

and Tempest would be brought back. 

3. Internet safety 

Children are taught in E-Safety Week and the topic is included in lessons for certain 

year groups. School co-operates with parents, will organise a workshop with parents. 

Parent volunteered to contact expert who can help with technical side of setting 

parental locks etc.. 

Mobile phones should be put into lockers for the duration of the school day.  

Hygiene standards of kitchen reportedly better. Chef will be joining coffee morning 

soon. Concerns raised over dirty plates and smell of kitchen, food over- and under-

cooked. Teachers eat lunch at school. Children’s concerned being passed on to 

kitchen.  

4. Parent communication 

Clubs finished early as compared previous years. This was in the newsletter, but not 

always reaching the parents. The emails are working well, but no texts anymore. The 

cost of sending texts was very high; emails weren’t quite an adequate replacement. A 

concern about flooding inboxes. 

Was it possible to send one-line emails, with a link to the website? Would this detract 

from the newsletter? Could the newsletter be reformatted with bulletins at the top. 

Notice boards would be used for coffee mornings and assemblies, and a whiteboard 

bought to be stood by the gate with coffee morning notification. Include the 

newsletter in the body of the email not as an attachment. School to review the format 

of emails to make them user friendly. 

5. Mobile phones in secondary 

Mobiles which are carried are confiscated for a long period, but parents were 

demanding mobiles to be given back or buying new mobiles for children. Was 

confiscation effective and what was the alternative? Were lockers safe for deposit 

of phones? Should there be more flexibility regarding mobiles? Could detention 

be used instead of confiscating the phone? Would children become blasé about 

detention? Would payslip points or demerits be more effective? Could the teacher 



collect them and give them back? There is a locked drawer in each classroom. 

Phones need to be put into lockers at the beginning of each day.  

 

6. SEN parent support group 

ILP’s taking a long time to implement. A separate workshop would be set up to support 

parents of children with SEN by the SENCOs for primary/ secondary. 

 

7.15 – 8.00 
1. Parent survey feedback 

KE: Generally a positive picture with homework and school leadership and 

management somewhat less positive. Not ideal to hand back the form to the teacher 

2. Homework 

Mixed results in years. Was this due to inconsistency? Holiday homework in senior? 

Was there too much? Some items would be optional in future. Would this be a 

problem when children would cite that the rest of the class weren’t doing it. Could 

parents be prepared for what the children would do? The optional activities could be 

recast as trips and activities that could be joint activities for children and parents. 

Homework should be something that children could complete on their own, so that 

parents would not teach in a different way. Tasks involving trips to the library were 

intended to encourage children to use those resources. Did this impose an unnecessary 

load on the parents? Parents were given a choice as to what they would do, some 

might get the information at home. The school was wanting to encourage parents and 

children to work together, as not all were able to do this and might leave the children 

in front of a screen.  

 

 


